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1. Introduction 

New environmental problems: Climate change 
biodiversity, Peak Oil, resource problems (water, 

forests, fish, rare metals) 
 
Grand societal challenges: Climate change, energy 

security, food safety, obesity, health and aging 
 
 
Characteristics of problems: 
• Global 
• ‘wicked’: no single cause, but anchored in societal deep 

structures 
• Consumption, production, policy, culture 



Time horizon (years)

Improvement in
environmental efficiency

Factor 10

Factor 5

Factor 2

5 10 20

Function innovation
= new system

Partial system redesign

System optimimisation

Requires transitions to new systems (in 

energy, transport, agro-food, housing) 



System change is latest phase in environmental policy 
approaches (United Nations, 1999) 



  System innovation is most comprehensive in 

resources and actor networks 

 Types of green innovation (adapted from Clayton et al., 1999) 

Requires 
new 
resources

Redeploy 
existing
resources

Resources = equipment, skills, finance, supportive infrastructures, institutional support
(Clayton et al, 1999)

Local SocietalActors in 
supply chain

Better
housekeeping

Improved
working
practices

Internal
recycling

Incremental
process
change

Radical change
in process 

technology

External
recycling

Minor product
change,
material 
substitution

New product
concept

Product
chain

management
&
system
innovation



Socio-technical system

for transportation

Culture and symbolic
meaning (e.g. 
Freedom, individuality)

Regulations and policies
(e.g. traffic rules,parking fees,
emission standards, car tax) 

Road infrastructure
and traffic system
(e.g. lights, signs)

Vehicle (artefact)

Markets and user practices
(mobility patterns, driver 
preferences)

Industry structure 
(e.g. car manufacturers,
suppliers)

Maintenance and
 distribution network 
(e.g. repair shops, dealers)

Fuel infrastructure 
(oil companies, 
petrol stations)

Topic delineation: Socio-technical systems 



Actors involved: Organizational field 

Supply chain:
       * material supliers
        * component suppliers

        * machine suppliers
Users

Production,
industry:
* firms
* engineers,

   designers

Research:
* universities
* technical institutes

* R&D laboratories

Policy, public authorities:
* European Commission, WTO, GATT

* Government, Ministries, Parliament
* Local authorities and executive branches

Societal groups:
(e.g. Greenpeace,

media, branch
organisations)



Innovation system approach System innovation 

Upstream focus on knowledge  Production and consumption/use 

Focus on improving the functioning of 
existing systems 

Focus on shift to a new (socio-technical) 
system 

Focus on speed (knowledge flows) and 
outputs (patents, products) 

Additional focus on direction of innovation 
(problem and goal-oriented) 

Focus on generic conditions and system 
elements that favour innovation in an 
abstract sense (mainly knowledge). 

Focus on concrete technologies and sectors 
(consumers, firms, industries, special 
interests, public) 

Limited attention for agency.  Acknowledgement of different interests, 
strategy, conflict, power struggle, 
disagreement.  

Methodologically advanced (indicators, 
measurement, benchmarking) 

Methodologically open (new topic and 
intrinsically more open , with maybe not one 
best recipe) 

‘Innovation system’ vs. ‘system innovation’ 



Research questions 

1) How to understand dynamics of socio-
technical transitions? 

 

2)Policy and politics 



2. Conceptual framework of transition 
dynamics 



Partial views 
1) Neo-classical economics: Get prices right (macro) 

 

2) Psychology: Attitude, behaviour, choice (ABC) (micro) 

 

3) Deep ecology: Values and lifestyles, de-growth, new economic 
system  (macro) 

 

4) Industrial ecology: Clean technology, eco-efficiency, closing 
material loops 

 

5) Political science: Treaties, goals, targets and policy programs 
(macro) 

 

 We need a multi-dimensional framework spanning 
different levels 



Static multi-level perspective (nested hierarchy) 
* Radical innovation in niches (variation/novelty) 
* Struggling against existing regimes 
* In context of broader ‘landscape trends’ 

Niches

(novelty)

System/regime

Landscape

Increasing structuration 

of activities in local practices



1) Problem: Existing regime is locked-in path dependent 

Economic:  
a)vested interests 

b)sunk investments (competence, infrastructure)  

c)scale advantages, low cost 

 

Social:  
a)cognitive routines make ‘blind’ (beliefs)  

b)alignment between social groups (‘social capital’)  

c)user practices, values and life styles  

 
Politics and power:  
a)Opposition to change from vested interests 
b)Uneven playing field + policy networks 

 

 



•Nurturing of ‘hopeful monstrosities’ (Mokyr) 

•Protection from mainstream market selection 

•Carried by entrepreneurs, outsiders, small social networks 

 

Time

Product performance Invading product

Established product

T (1) T (2)

2) Niches for radical innovation 



3. Situated in exogenous socio-technical landscape 

•Exogeneous backdrop  

•Slow-changing secular trends (demographics, macro-economics, 
ideology, climate change) 



TimeTime

Landscape  developments
  put pressure on existing regime, 
    which opens up, 
      creating windows
         of opportunity for novelties 

Socio-technical regime  is ‘dynamically stable’.
On different dimensions there are ongoing processes

New configuration breaks through, taking
advantage of ‘windows of opportunity’. 
Adjustments occur in socio-technical regime.

Elements are gradually linked together,
and stabilise in a dominant design.
Internal momentum increases. 

Small networks of actors support novelties on the basis of expectations and future visions.
Learning processes take place on multiple dimensions.
Different elements are gradually linked together in a seamless web.

New  socio-technical
regime influences 
landscape

Technological
niches

Socio-technical’
landscape

Socio-
technical
regime

Technology

Markets, user 
preferences

Culture
Policy

Science
Industry

External influences on niches
(via expectations and networks)



Transitions involve multi-dimensional struggles between 
niche-innovations and existing regimes (in context of wider 

landscape change) 

• Business: New entrants vs. incumbents 

 

• Economic: Competition between ‘grey’ and ‘green’ 
products/technologies (uneven playing field) 

 

• Political: Struggles between incumbent ‘elites’ (politicians, 
big firms) vs. other actors (cities, social movements, green 
entrepreneurs). 

      

• Cultural: Neo-liberal discourse vs. sustainability transition (vs. 
de-growth, lifestyle change) 

 



3. Brief empirical assessment (‘big picture’) of 
low-carbon transitions 

3.1. Positive niche developments: Some 
 

3.2. Negative regime developments: Probably 
more 



 
3.1. Positive niche developments 
 
1) Groundswell of local initiatives 

 

A) activists, social movements: Transition towns, 
community energy activists 

B) Cities: Professionals with resources and capabilities 
- Urban transport initiatives (Freiburg, Zurich, Copenhagen) 

- Urban retrofitting 

- Eco-cities, carbon-neutral towns (Germany, Denmark) 

- C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group 

- US Council of Mayors: Climate Protection Agreement (2005) 



2) Take-off of green niche-innovations 



Renewable electricity in Europe 

From 12.2% in 1990 to 19.6% in 2010: 
- Old renewables (hydro, biomass/wood)  

- New renewables (wind, solar, biogas) 



Expansion in EU capacity in wind and solar-PV  
(in gigawatts) 



World-wide: increasing investment in 
renewable energy ($billion) (Bloomberg, 2013) 



Solar + wind also on global scale 
(Bloomberg, 2013) 



3) New political discourse and (some) commitment 





http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=energiewende+germany&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=1VIe_Ox-Wm58vM&tbnid=OsBKMJPxYeOD4M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.pv-magazine.com/news/details/beitrag/web-portal-for-germanys-energiewende_100009483/&ei=YjHMUcyKCojC0QXso4CYBA&v6u=http://s-v6exp1-ds.metric.gstatic.com/gen_204?ip=130.88.40.176&ts=1372336429362549&auth=onhkexqqagbko57jgygvycvu62rf2zwu&rndm=0.7265682938550385&v6s=2&v6t=54210&bvm=bv.48340889,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNG-FP_QpN1CmQEKbaZtZJn_K_1l9g&ust=1372422829398409


Many positive developments, but 
….. 
 
3.2. Also negative regime trends 



1. Resilient regimes and continued growth in 
‘grey’ technologies 
 

• Gas: (shale gas revolution) 

• Oil: expanding car sales in BRICS (+ SUV-boom) 

• Coal: “For all the talk about natural gas and renewables, coal 
unquestionably won the energy race in the first decade of the 
21st century” (IEA, 2011) 

South Africa (93%), Poland (90%), China (79%), 
Australia (70%), India (69%), US (45%), Germany (44%)  

 

 Green innovations mainly additional, limited substitution 

 

 



2. Rising global CO2 emissions 
Green innovations not yet made a dent 



3) Declining public attention 
 

Percentage ranking ‘environment/pollution’ as one of 
the most important issues facing Britain (Ipsos Mori, May, 2012) 



Weakening public attention for climate change 
(UK newspaper counts of ‘climate change’ as rough proxy) 

normalized: max=1
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4) Weakening policies 

a) Reductions in feed-in tariffs (UK, Germany, Spain, Italy) 
 

b) No successor of Kyoto; no international action until 2020 
 
c) On-going government subsidies for fossil fuels ($500-
1000 billion per year) 
 
d) Green stimulus packages winding down (2011-2012) 
(Korea downscaled government R&D on green options by 
80% in 2012) 
 



e) EU ETS is not delivering (= flagship EU policy tool) 
Carbon price: low, decreasing, fluctuating 



Empirical conclusion 

• Some progress in green niche-innovations 

 

• But they face uphill struggles against resilient 
regimes (shale gas, coal, etc.). 

 

• Transition will be slow and contested 

 



4. Policy and politics 

MLP-Prescription: Two-pronged policy 
strategy: 

 

1) Niche-level: Stimulate variety/innovation 
-   Long-term visions + short-term action (projects) 

- Technical + social/behavioural change (system innovation) 

- Incumbents + outsiders 

 

2) Regime-level: Tighten selection environment (taxes, 
regulations, incentives) 

 



TimeTime

Increase pressure on
regime using landscape
developments
(e.g. link up with cultural ideographs
  or macro-problems)

Put  pressure on  regime
(e.g. regulations, taxes, 
internalization of externalities)

* Technology-forcing (e.g. regulations)
* Adoption subsidies to make technology more
competitive
* Policies for adjustments and structural change
* Monitor impacts and adjust

* Experiment with alternative new technologies
* Look for interesting combinations between 
multiple new technologies
* Experiment with new  functionalities and user practices
* Articulate transition visions
* Learn from experiments and adapt visions
* Network management (e.g. introduce 
outside actors) * Make transition visions more specific (e.g. strategic conferences)

* Increase popularity of technology (e.g. endorse in policy plans)
*  interest and include more actors (bandwagon)
* R&D subsidies to stimulate technical development

* Contribute to creation of new
ST-regime (e.g. infrastructure, 
maintenance)
* Monitor impacts
and adjust 

Technological
niches

Landscape 
developments

Socio-
technical
regime



Problems in practice: 

1) Much attention for ‘green’ niche-innovation. But weak 
pressure on regimes. Taxes, emissions trading, regulations 
are lax and provide insufficient incentive.  

 Lack of political will. 

 

2) Most attention to upstream large-scale options (CCS, 
nuclear, off- shore windparks, smart grids).  

 Risk of hype-disappointment cycles 

 



Dilemma: ‘bottom-up’ substitution is probably too slow 

We also need managed decline of ‘grey’ regimes (taxes, 
regulations, standards) 

We can only burn 1/3 of proven fossil fuel reserves to stay 
within 2-degree target (Berners-Lee and Clark 2013; IEA, 2013) 

Require radical policies 



Radical policy change is possible, but requires 
back-up from wider public opinion 

 

 

Examples of radical policies supported by public 
concern 
1) US Clean Air Act (1970) 

2) National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act (1966),  

3) UK Climate Change Bill (2008) 

 

 

 



Public attention to air pollution in US newspapers  
(Penna and Geels, 2012) 



Public attention to auto safety  
in US newspapers (averaged) 
- Ralph Nader scandal (1965) 
- Ribicoff hearings (1965-1966) 

Political attention to auto safety (US) 



Public attention to climate change (UK) 

normalized: max=1
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Policy is constrained by political considerations 

Politicians face pressure from two constituencies: 

1) Public opinion (electorate) 

2) Industry and business 

 

Two current problems for policy change: 

1) Decline in public attention (see above) 

2) Fight-back from industry (corporate political 
strategy) 

 

 

 



Corporate political strategies (Hillman and Hitt, 1999) 

1. Information and framing strategy - industry research institutes to build expertise 

- contest the science 

- commission research reports 

- testify as expert witness in hearings 

2. Financial incentives strategy - make contributions to political parties 

- pay fees to politicians for speeches 

- offer politicians lucrative jobs at the end of 

their career 

3. Organized pressure strategy - create fake grassroots organizations 

(‘astroturf’) 

- create industry associations that speak for the 

industry 

- mobilize employees, suppliers, customers to 

pressure their representatives 

4. Direct lobbying strategy - hire lobbyists to work politicians 

- mobilize CEOs to speak with politicians 

5. Confrontational strategies - oppose laws through litigation 

- threaten policy makers with plant closures 

- refuse to implement or obey policies 



5. Concluding comments 

• New debate on Transitions and system transformation 

 

• MLP as heuristic framework 
a) Longitudinal 

b) Multi-actor 

c) Socio-technical (innovation as enacted process) 

 

 



Still in early phases of sustainability transition  

a) Moderate momentum of green niches 

b) Resilience/resistance from regime actors 

 

Acceleration requires 

a) Public support (sense of urgency) 

b) Political will (to support niches and change economic frame 
conditions) 

c) Reorientation of incumbent industries (when they are 
forced or see market demand) 

 

 Need for a socio-technical transitions framework 



 



Varieties of capitalism: different policy styles 

 

• No single policy recipe for system innovation 

 

• Different policy styles : 
a) Liberal Market Economies (e.g. USA, UK, Canada). 

b) Coordinated Market Economies (e.g. Germany, Denmark) 

c) State-influenced Market Economies (e.g. France, Japan, Korea) 
d) State capitalism (China, Russia) 

 



Different policy mixes and instruments 

Command-

and-control 

(top-down 

steering) 

Market model 

(incentivize bottom 

up agents) 

Policy networks (convening, 

orchestrating processes) 

Governance 

instruments 

Formal rules, 

regulations, 

laws 

Financial 

incentives 

(subsidies, 

taxes) 

Learning processes, 

projects/experiments, 

vision/scenario workshops, 

strategic conferences, public 

debates, platforms 

Foundation 

scientific 

disciplines 

Classic political 

science 

Neo-classical 

economics  

Sociology, innovation 

studies, neo-institutional 

political science 



4. Future agenda 

Transition pathways 

1. Technological substitution 

2. Regime transformation (endogenous) 

3. Regime reconfiguration 

4. De-alignment and re-alignment 

4.1. Differentation, elaboration of MLP 
(questioning, adding, reformulating) 



1. Technological substitution 

Landscape 
developments

Technology

Markets, user 
preferences

Culture
Policy

Science

Industry

Niche-
level

Socio-
technical
regime

Increasing 
structuration
of activities 
in local 
practices

Specific shock

Time



Landscape 
developments

Socio-technical
regime

Niche level

Adoption of
symbiotic
niche-innovation

Landscape pressure

Increasing 
structuration
of activities 
in local practices

Time

2. Transformation pathway 



3. Reconfiguration pathway 

1) Novelties emerge in techno-
scientific niches in context
of stable system architecture

2) Diffusion and adoption
of innovations in
existing system

3) Reconfiguration of
elements leads to

new system architecture

Niche level

Regime/systems
level

Landscape level



4. De-alignment and re-alignment 

Technology

Markets, user 
preferences

Culture
Policy

Science

Industry

Landscape 
developments

Niche-level

Socio-
technical
regime

Increasing 
structuration
of activities 
in local 
practices

Time



Visibility in 
societal and 
policy debates

1990 2000 201020051995

Battery-electric

Hybrid-electric

Fuel cell

Biofuel

Battery-electric

Hype-cycles in debates of ‘green’ car propulsion systems 


